
At the risk of disclosing a 

spoiler, I would like to 

begin by discussing the 

2019 film A Beautiful Day 

in the Neighborhood. 

Tom Hanks plays the 

beloved American 

children’s television 

producer/presenter 

Mister Rogers, a 

legendary figure to 

several generations of 

young Americans, famous 

for his musical invitation, 

“Won’t You Be My 

Neighbor?” What makes 

the film unusual is that it 

is an unabashed 

celebration of the power 

of human goodness to 

heal broken hearts. 

Today such 

straightforward moral 

messages tend to be 

confined to children’s 

films (some of them, as it 

happens, works of 

genius). Such is the 

power and subtlety of the 

film, however, that one is 

not tempted to dismiss it 

as simplistic or naïve. 

The plot is based on a 

true story. A magazine 

had decided to run a 

series of short profiles 

around the theme of 

heroes. It assigned one 

of its most gifted 

journalists to write the 

vignette about Fred 

Rogers. The journalist 

was, however, a troubled 

soul. He had a badly 

broken relationship with 

his father. The two had 

physically fought at his 

sister’s wedding. The father 

sought reconciliation, but the 

journalist refused even to see 

him. 

The jagged edges of his 

character showed in his 

journalism. Everything he 

wrote had a critical 

undercurrent as if he relished 

destroying the images of the 

people he had come to portray. 

Given his reputation, he 

wondered why the children’s 

television star had agreed to 

be interviewed by him. Had 

Rogers not read any of his 

writings? Did he not know the 

obvious risk that the profile 

would be negative, perhaps 

devastatingly so? It turned out 

that not only had Rogers read 

every article of his that he 

could get hold of; he was also 

the only figure who had agreed 

to be interviewed by him. All 

the other “heroes” had turned 

him down. The journalist goes 

to meet Rogers, first sitting 

through the production of an 

episode of his show, complete 

with puppets, toy trains and a 

miniature townscape. It is a 

moment ripe for big-city 

cynicism. Yet Rogers, when 

they meet and talk, defies any 

conventional stereotype. He 

turns the questions away from 

himself and toward the 

journalist. Almost immediately 

sensing the core of 

unhappiness within him, he 

then turns every negative 

question into a positive 

affirmation, and exudes the 

calmness and quiet, the 

listening silence, that allows 

Rabbi Jonathan Sacks on Tazria-Metzorah 
and encourages the 

journalist to talk about 

himself. 

It is a remarkable 

experience to watch as 

Hanks’ gentleness, 

immovable even under 

pressure, slowly allows the 

journalist – who had, after 

all, merely come to write a 

400 word profile – to 

acknowledge his own 

failings vis-à-vis his father 

and to give him the 

emotional strength to 

forgive him and be 

reconciled to him in the 

limited time before he died. 

Here is a fragment of their 

conversation that will give 

you a feel for the tone of 

the relationship: 

Journalist: You love people 

like me. 

Fred Rogers: What are 

people like you? I’ve never 

met anyone like you in my 

entire life. 

Journalist: Broken people. 

Fred Rogers: I don’t think 

you are broken. I know you 

are a man of conviction. A 

person who knows the 

difference between what is 

wrong and what is right. Try 

to remember that your 

relationship with your father 

also helped to shape those 

parts. He helped you 

become what you are. 

Note how in a few brief 

sentences, Rogers helps 

reframe the journalist’s self-

image, as well as his 
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relationship with his father. The very argumentativeness 

that led him to fight with his father was something he owed 

to his father. The film reflects the true story of when the 

real Fred Rogers met the journalist Tom Junod. Junod, like 

his character ‘Lloyd Vogel’ in the film, came to mock but 

stayed to be inspired. He said about the experience, “What 

is grace? I’m not certain; all I know is that my heart felt 

like a spike, and then, in that room, it opened and felt like 

an umbrella.” The film is, as one reviewer put it, “a 

perfectly pitched and played ode to goodness.” 

The point of this long introduction is that the film is a rare 

and compelling illustration of the power of speech to heal or 

harm. This, according to the Sages, is what Tazria and 

Metzora are about. Tsara’at, the skin condition whose 

diagnosis and purification form the heart of the parshiyot, 

was a punishment for lashon hara, evil speech, and the 

word metzora, for one suffering from the condition, was, 

they said, an abridgment of the phrase motzi shem ra, one 

who speaks slander. The key prooftext they brought was 

the case of Miriam who spoke badly about Moses and was 

struck with tsara’at as a result (Num. 12). Moses alludes to 

this incident many years later, urging the Israelites to take 

it to heart: “Remember what the Lord your God did to 

Miriam along the way after you came out of Egypt” (Deut. 

24:9). 

Judaism is, I have argued, a religion of words and silences, 

speaking and listening, communicating and attending. God 

created the universe by words – “And He said…and there 

was” – and we create the social universe by words, by the 

promises with which we bind ourselves to meet our 

obligations to others. God’s revelation at Sinai was of words 

– “You heard the sound of words but saw no form; there 

was only a Voice” (Deut. 4:12). Every other ancient religion 

had its monuments of brick and stone; Jews, exiled, had 

only words, the Torah they carried with them wherever they 

went. The supreme mitzvah in Judaism is Shema Yisrael, 

“Listen, Israel.” For God is invisible and we make no icons. 

We can’t see God; we can’t smell God; we can’t touch God; 

we can’t taste God. All we can do is listen in the hope of 

hearing God. In Judaism, listening is high religious art. Or it 

should be. What Tom Hanks shows us in his portrayal of 

Fred Rogers is a man who is capable of attending to other 

people, listening to them, talking gently to them in a way 

that is powerfully affirming without for a moment being 

bland or assuming that all is well with the world or with  

them. The reason this is both interesting and important is 

that it is hard to know how to listen to God if we do not 

know how to listen to other people. And how can we expect 

God to listen to us if we are incapable of listening to            

others? 

This entire issue of speech and its impact on people has 

become massively amplified by the spread of smartphones 

and social media and their impact, especially on young 

people and on the entire tone of the public conversation. 

Online abuse is the plague of our age. It has happened 

because of the ease and impersonality of communication. 

It gives rise to what has been called the disinhibition                 

effect: people feel freer to be cruel and crude than they 

would be in a face-to-face situation. When you are in the 

physical presence of someone, it is hard to forget that the 

other is a living, breathing human being just as you are, 

with feelings like yours and vulnerabilities like yours. But 

when you are not, all the poison within you can leak out, 

with sometimes devastating effects. The number of                      

teenage suicides and attempted suicides has doubled in the 

past ten years, and most attribute the rise to effects of 

social media. Rarely have the laws of lashon hara been 

more timely or necessary. 

A Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood offers a fascinating 

commentary on an ancient debate in Judaism, one                           

discussed by Maimonides in the sixth of his Eight Chapters, 

as to which is greater, the chassid, the saint, the person 

who is naturally good, or ha-moshel be-nafsho, one who is 

not naturally saintly at all but who practices self-restraint 

and suppresses the negative elements in their character. It 

is precisely this question, whose answer is not obvious, 

that gives the film its edge. 

The Rabbis said some severe things about lashon hara. It 

is worse than the three cardinal sins – idolatry, adultery, 

and bloodshed – combined. It kills three people: the one 

who speaks it, the one of whom it is spoken, and the one 

who receives it. Joseph received the hatred of his brothers 

because he spoke negatively about some of them. The 

generation that left Egypt was denied the chance of                      

entering the land because they spoke badly about it. One 

who speaks it is said to be like an atheist. 

I believe we need the laws of lashon hara now more than 

almost ever before. Social media is awash with hate. The 

language of politics has become ad hominem and vile. We 

seem to have forgotten the messages that Tazria and 

Metzora teach: that evil speech is a plague. It destroys 

relationships, rides roughshod over people’s feelings,             

debases the public square, turns politics into a jousting 

match between competing egos and defiles all that is                 

sacred about our common life. It need not be like this. A 

Beautiful Day in the Neighborhood shows how good speech 

can heal where evil speech harms. 
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MAZAL TOVS & COMMUNITY NEWS Rabbi Polakoff’s shabbos drasha through 5781                      

is dedicated in memory of DOVID BEN NISSAN v’LEAH                 

For other such opportunities please contact                          

Howard Wolf 516-643-3344 

IF YOU KNOW OF SOMEONE WHO IS MOVING INTO THE  
GREAT NECK AREA PLEASE LET THE OFFICE KNOW. 

CHAVERWEB 

Chaverweb is the most convenient place to view your             

account status, pay your bills and manage your online             

profile. Accessible at gns.org with your account password.  

HUNGER INITIATIVE 

During these difficult times, we are providing food for       

numerous families in our community and nearby areas. If 

you cook in  excess during the week, please freeze your  

extras, neatly wrap them and drop them off in the cooler 

on the porch at 91 Baker Hill road on Friday from 7 am -         

1 pm. PLEASE DO NOT DROP PERISHABLE FOOD OFF               

DURING THE WEEK. Canned goods, cereal, any grocery 

items, fruit and vegetables are also appreciated. If you 

would like to volunteer to make a deliveries and help           

collect food for these families, Please contact Cindy Hodkin 

at 516.317.9632 or at koshercookinggn@gmail.com.  

GREAT NECK KOSHER FOOD PANTRY 

There is a kosher food pantry in Great Neck (Steamboat 

Road) that is open for families in need that live in Nassau 

and Suffolk County. Please contact the pantry at (516)           

400-3026 for more information. 

GREAT NECK COMMUNITY CALENDAR                                                 

As you may know, we are fortunate to have a Great Neck             

Community Calendar where one can post their upcoming               

simcha or special event. It is suggested that when                                    

planning a simcha or event that you post it on the calendar 

in order to avoid unnecessary conflicts. To post your simcha, 

send your request to greatneckcalendar@gmail.com. If you 

post on the Community Calendar, do not assume that you 

are booked on the GNS calendar as well. You must reserve 

your date on the GNS calendar independently. 

GNS CONNECTIONS 

GNS Connections is a new initiative to reach out to          

members of our synagogue – many who usually attend 

services but are not able to during this COVID pandemic 

for health and safety reasons. If you are interested in            

volunteering to make phone calls 1-2x month to keep in 

touch with these members, please email the Chair of GNS 

Connections, Rachel Brecher at rachelbrecher@icloud.com. 

Monday, 30 Nissan 

Alan Levy for Charlotte Levy 

David Smooha for Eliahu Smooha 

Tuesday, 1 Iyar 

Jacob Toledano for Moshe Toledano 

Roselin Wagner for David Wagner 

Devorah Wang for Samuel H Wang 

Wednesday, 2 Iyar 

Olga Gartenhaus for Joseph Einhorn 

Thursday, 3 Iyar 

Ellen Siegel for Morris Givner 

Gerry Gut for Janine Leonie Gut 

Marcia Toledano for Isidore Karten 

Rona Mittleman for Philip Kramer 

Joshua Olshin for Edward Weinberger 

Jennifer Mrejen for Albert Zafrani 

Friday, 4 Iyar 

Roslyn Dicker for Max Gottlieb 

Meryl Friedman for Anita Karten 

Saturday, 5 Iyar 

Ronald Braun for Robert Braun 

Peter Epstein for Isidore Epstein 

Ebrahim Gabbaizadeh for David Gabbaizadeh 

Abraham Glasman for Miriam Glasman 

Roslein Wagner for Reci Prebluda 

Aaron Seligson for Abraham Seligson 

Maurice Setton for Murry Setton 

Sunday, 6 Iyar 

Sheila Bachman for Florence Gur 

Halina Greenwald for Pola Salpeter 

Susan Mayer for Jerry Schein 

Sam Yehaskel for Lucy Yehaskel 

Mazal Tov to Dina & Jonathan Ohebshalom on the           

engagement of their daughter Valerie to Joshua Wiener 

of Woodmere.  

YOM HA’ATZMAUT 

Please join us for our Yom HaZikaron commemoration and 

Yom Ha’atzmaut celebration Wednesday evening, April 

14th. The program begins with Mincha at 7:20 pm and will 

include a Seudah in honor of Yom Ha’atzmaut to be held in 

the gym with registration HERE. The speaker for the        

program this year will be Rav Binny Freedman, who will 

join us virtually from Israel. Rav Binny is Rosh Yeshiva of 

Yeshivat Orayta in Israel, a Company Commander in the 

IDF reserves.  
SEFORIM AND SHAIMOT 

Seforim/Shaimos will be picked up at your home in Great 

Neck. All proceeds going to Tomchei Shabbos. Contact Rabbi 

Steve Moskowitz at Smoskowitz@saracademy.org  

KIDDUSH SPONSORSHIPS 

We encourage our members to continue thinking about 

sponsoring the safe and socially distant Kiddush at the 

conclusion of davening or the Kiddush Bags to go. Kiddush 

may be sponsored in honor of in memory of a loved one. 

Please email mtwersky@gns.org for more details.  

NOMINATING COMMITTEE 

The nominating committee for the GNS Board of Trustees 

has been formed. If you have any suggestions for whom 

you would like to see nominated please contact any of the 

following: Erran Kagan, Chair, Seth Silberstein, Rona       

Mittleman, Danielle Danoff, Harvey Ishofsky, Dina                   

Hamerman and Jonathan Mael. 

MEN’S CLUB ANNUAL RABBINIC DIALOGUE  

Join us Sunday, April 18th at 10:00 am for a virtual 

rabbinic dialogue together with Temple Israel Men’s Club 

and Temple Beth-El’s Brotherhood. Please register at 

https://bit.ly/2PCctNO and a zoom link will be sent 

with your registration. 
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